1989 kenworth t600

The Kenworth T is a model line of conventional-cab trucks that were produced by the American
truck manufacturer Kenworth from to While aerodynamic devices such as roof fairings had
been introduced on Class 8 trucks in the mids, the T was the first American semitractor
designed from the ground up with aerodynamics and fuel economy in mind. For , the T model
line was replaced by the T While sharing the T cab structure, the hood and lower bodywork of
the T were extensively redesigned. The Kenworth T began life as a response to the oil crisis
which affected diesel prices in a similar manner as gasoline. In , design work commenced on
building a semitractor that could reduce aerodynamic drag, thus reducing fuel usage. Following
the unveiling of the T at a Kenworth dealer meeting, the T earned a strong reaction. Along with
dealers and customers highly interested in its innovations and potential fuel savings, other
truck drivers and truck spotters nicknamed the T "Anteater" or other names less kind. Along
with its sloped hood, the aerodynamic design of the T semitractor utilizes several features that
mark a major shift away from the Kenworth W To accommodate for the hood design, the T
chassis uses a set-back front axle a first for a Kenworth conventional. In , Kenworth enhanced
the design of the T, renaming it the TA. In what would become another distinguishing feature of
the model line, the TA redesigned the rear view mirrors, integrating the side view and convex
mirrors into a single housing mounted to the cab instead of the doors. To further reduce drag,
the grille was redesigned, with the shortened W grille replaced by a twin-segment grille. The two
flat windsheilds were replaced by a curved glass, available as one piece or two split in the
center. In another change, the Aerodyne sleeper cab from the s was replaced by the Aerodyne II
sleeper. While also distinguished by twin rooftop windows shifting to curved window class , the
Aerodyne II sleeper was more aerodynamic. The TA also received a digital dashboard as an
option, developed in conjunction with Boeing. In late , the TB replaced the TA. The sleeper was
replaced with the new Aerocab sleeper, which integrated the cab and sleeper into basically a
single unit, fully open between the cab and sleeper. The roof of the cab was raised upward
several inches to better integrate with the design with the Aerocab sleeper. Another change
involved the addition of turn signal repeaters added to rear-facing portion of the front fenders.
In , the hood of the TB underwent a functional change, changing from a one-piece to a
three-piece design allowing for easier replacement of front fenders. During the s, as with the W,
Kenworth introduced "Daylight Doors", replacing the standard door configuration with vent
windows with a single-piece window with a notched forward section to provide additional
forward visibility. For , the Kenworth T was announced as the replacement for the T For the first
time since , the aerodynamics of the hood and fenders were updated, as the T introduced
composite headlamps faired into the fenders while adopting a grille similar to the T
conventional. In , Kenworth announced they were discontinuing the T in favor of the T
Depending on engine options and the load in the trailer, the Kenworth T can reach up to 7. The
Kenworth T is a Class 8 variant of the T semitractor. Built with a slightly shortened hood for a
inch BBC length , the T was designed for regional shipping and local delivery applications.
Introduced in , the Kenworth T is a heavy-duty variant of the T Produced as both a semitractor
and a straight truck, the T is distinguished by the T in several ways, including its use of round
fenders, optional exposed air cleaners, and the use of a grille similar to the W, the T is designed
for multiple applications, ranging from severe-service applications, regional and long-haul
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Refine search. Air Conditioning. Differential Lock. The price may change without notice and
additional charges may apply, including freight, taxes, duties, tariffs, quarantine, etc. Good
truck, runs fine. Olympia, WA 4 years mylittlesalesman. Year xxxxmanufacturer kenworthmodel
kelocation ranchester, wyomingcondition usedsleeper flat top sleeperengine specs
cumminsengine type cumminsfuel type dieselhorsepower mileage , mitransmission 13
spdcheck for over drive noratio 4. New 11r Rebuilt cummins engine, new 13spd transmission.
New fiberglass fenders will be installed after winter's over. It's a solid running old truck.
Extremely clean and easy to maintain. Gooseneck hitch mounted behind the fifth wheel gets
used more than the fifth wheel. I used it to haul long gooseneck trailers. Bed is in good shape.
Cummins hp, eaton 13 spd, 12k fronts 40k rears, air ride, " wb, 16' dump box. Motor cummins
bicam speed transmission acgood tires aluminum rims16 foot steel boxtext for the cost

xxxxthis dump truck is in houston tx. Ogden, UT 4 years mylittlesalesman. New inframe, new
tail, new hot centrifuge, new rear tires 11r Never been in oil field. Cummins hp, eaton 13 spd,
12k fronts 40k rears, air ride, " wb, 16' dump box; fuel type: diesel; front axle capacity: ;
suspension type: air ride; wheel base: ; transmission speed: 13 spd; rear axle capacity: ; engine
brake: yes; tire size: 11r Dual line wet kit, rebuilt title. STOCK Nice truck rebuilt motor and trans
and other work. Three quarters on tires and brakes. Work was done before i got it, paperwork on
both, three quarters on tires and brakes. Established miles I just don't have the work for it. Front
axle, 44, lb. Rears, sun visor, chrome bumper, auction opens at Motor cummins bicam speed
transmission acgood tires aluminum rims16 foot steel boxtext me for the cost xxxxthis truck is
in houston tx. Cat Rears, sun visor, chrome bumper. Eaton fuller double overdrive
transmission3. Light bar mudflap hangers, new stainless quarter fenders, aluminum pig tail
handles, new air lines, new 7 way cord, 6 new air bags and air bag plates, brakes have been
replaced, new tie rod end, new steering shaft ujoint, new timing advance unit including new
cage, weights and such , new nozzles injectors or vs or stock just slightly larger - more power..
Little more power.. Overhead ran when new barrel and plungers and nozzles were put in this
spring. Jakes work great for a cat. Muffler installed last summer. New wood steering wheel,
updated shifter knob, all guages work. Have original fans still installed on visor.. New air
conditioner compressor, and drier.. Newer fan clutch assembly. All fuel lines have been
replaced to eliminate collapsing lines. Many other parts have been replaced.. Super clean, one
owner kenworth t daycab. Truck is in excellent condition for the age. Motor starts and runs
great and does not use, or leak any oil or water. Clutch and transmission work smoothly.
Everything on this truck is in fine working order. Front tires are like new. The only cosmetic
problem is front rh fender. Nice, pre-emissions truck with a lot of life left in it. Would make a
nice grain hauler, dump or tender truck. Item is for sale locally so auction may end early. Any
questions call rick at Has had engine work done. Running weekly runs. Everything works great
for its age, well maintained, good tires with about , re manufactured b engine done by
caterpillar. Price is negotiable also willing to trade for a tractor trailer for equal or less amount.
Wet kit, retarder, new hood and paint, excellent condition. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.
The replacement of the series conventional, the W is produced as a Class 8 conventional-cab
truck primarily for highway use. The "W" in its model designation denotes Worthington , one of
the two founders of Kenworth. As the Kenworth model line was expanded, the W became its
flagship conventional, with its cab structure used across other model families; the model line
competed against a wide variety of model lines through its production. The model line also
became a popular basis for truck customization, with owners adding additional chrome trim,
wheels, lighting, and paint. Introduced in , the Kenworth W was developed to compliment the W
line. The W is manufactured at Kenworth's main manufacturing facility in Renton, Washington.
In , Kenworth introduced the series conventional-cab truck, replacing the series introduced in
As before, a side-opening "butterfly" hood was standard, but a forward tilting fiberglass hood
became an option for the first time. In , Kenworth introduced the W conventional as the
replacement for the series. As part of several major design changes, the cab was completely
redesigned, raising the height of the cab roof and windows and mounting the two windshield
panes together. To better allow for engine cooling, the radiator was widened slightly, with the
tilting hood made standard. While the headlights remained fender-mounted, the housings were
faired into the fenders. For 59 years, Kenworth produced three basic versions of the W model
family. The "narrow-hood" W was produced from to and the "wide hood" WA was produced
from to From to , Kenworth produced the WB later dropping the "B". Alongside the standard
WB, an extended-hood WL was introduced in The sloped-hood WS was introduced in ; the WS
is similar to the T, except for its set-forward front axle. In contrast to the series and series
Kenworth conventionals, the cab introduced "bulkhead-style" doors with full-length hinges. In
another change, the roof panel was changed from metal to fiberglass. While functionally
different, the W retained the wide-style vent windows, with door handles mounted below the
windows. In , the W underwent its first major change and was renamed the WA. To
accommodate larger diesel engines, the hood was widened several inches to further increase
radiator size. For , the doors of the W were changed, with the model adapting larger windows,
narrower vent windows; for ease of use, the door handles were re-positioned to the bottom of
the doors and changed from a lever-style to a pull-style configuration. In , the Kenworth badging
was changed, with a redesigned grille emblem and hood badging. In , a inch flattop double
sleeper was introduced as a factory option. In , Kenworth introduced the Aerodyne sleeper cab
for the WA. Distinguished by its twin skylight windows, Aerodyne was the first factory-produced
sleeper cab with a raised roof. After the introduction of the WB, the W continued production in
Mexico Kenmex , adopting the latter model's rectangular headlamps. While largely
distinguished by its introduction of rectangular headlamps though round headlamps initially

remained an option , the WB was significantly changed. To further accommodate increased
engine cooling, the hoodline was raised, requiring the cab to be mounted higher on the frame.
New modular electrical components were introduced, a completely new cab and sleepers, new
frame, and many other features replaced or updated features from the A model. Since the
introduction of the WB, Kenworth has introduced two variants of the W In , the WS was
introduced, adopting the sloped hood of the T Initially produced as a limited edition to
commemorate the WB model's appearance in Licence to Kill , the WL went from becoming a
limited edition to a full production vehicle. Since the introduction of the WS and WL, along with
changes to the powertrain to comply with upgraded emissions standards, several functional
changes have been made to the WB. The Aerocab featured a raised roof and a full-width curved
windscreen in one-piece or two-piece configurations ; on standard-configuration day cabs, the
two-piece flat windshield remains available. On day-cab configurations, the Aerocab roof design
introduced an extended-BBC configuration. In , the inch Studio Sleeper was introduced as an
option, easily one of the largest factory-produced sleeper cabs ever produced. In , the curved
windshield became available on the WS for the first time. The WS has since been discontinued.
In December Kenworth released a newer version of the W The W It has some smart features
which are not available in W It has LED headlamps,aerodynamic front fascia. The interior is
same as W But the instrument cluster is from mew generation Kenworth. People thought that it
will be the replacement of W But drivers did not liked it. So they decided not to discontinue the
W Structurally, the W shares commonality with a wide variety of Kenworth trucks produced in
North America through a wide variety of applications. In , Kenworth introduced the K cabover
model line alongside the W conventional "K" standing for Kent , the first half of Kenworth. While
using a different frame and cab, the K models shared similar build characteristics with the Ws
and other models, such as free-fit bolted frames, and bulkhead doors with piano-style hinges.
As length restriction regulations were liberalized in North America in the early s, the demand for
cabover-style semitractors fell sharply, with the KE ending production in After its
discontinuation in the North America, the K remained in production in Australia until , when it
was replaced by the K While structurally similar to the K, the Kenworth K features a redesigned
interior and exterior. Introduced in , the Kenworth C is marketed nearly exclusively in
severe-service configurations. Sharing its cab with the W, the C uses a model-specific chassis,
offered with multiple axle configurations including versions with twin steer axles. Introduced for
, [4] the Kenworth T is the first aerodynamically-enhanced semitractor, with a sloped hood,
skirted lower body, and bodywork that closely integrates the front fenders and bumper. Sharing
the cab and frame of the W, the T differs largely with its radically sloped hood, set-back front
axle, and air cleaners set under the hood. Through the late s and s, as a response to the
success of the Kenworth T, other North American truck manufacturers would introduce
aerodynamically enhanced semitractors of their own, with the Ford Aeromax, International , and
Peterbilt conventionals entering production along with the Peterbilt and Freightliner Argosy
cabovers. In , to commemorate the American Bicentennial , Kenworth introduced a "V. Each
model line was produced with 50 VIT vehicles, with each named for a different U. One of the first
Kenworth vehicles fitted with a stand-up Aerodyne sleeper cab allowing for double beds and
clothes closets , the interior was fitted with nearly every available option available on a
Kenworth, including refrigerators and hot plates. While the VIT is a limited edition vehicle, the
VIT name remains in use by Kenworth to denote its highest-trim interior configurations. Along
with the specific livery, the option package featured several distinctive features, including
gold-plated Kenworth badging, and James Bond "" emblems. This model is available in limited
production numbers and comes with nearly the entire catalog of chrome "brightwork" as well as
unique badges to distinguish itself from the standard WL. Through its half-century of
production, the Kenworth W and its many variants have appeared numerous times on film and
television. One of the most famous appearances of the model line is in the film Smokey and the
Bandit alongside the Pontiac Trans Am. Of the three WAs driven by Jerry Reed , one example is
a ; two are from The WL effectively made its debut in the James Bond film License to Kill ;
initially offered as a limited edition commemorating the film, the extended-length configuration
became a full-scale production option. In television, the W was centrally featured in a number of
appearances. The W appeared in the French educational television program C'est pas sorcier.
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with hinges. Complete kenworth t driver door in good shape with hinges. Complete kenworth t
passenger door in good shape with hinges. Winger, Minnesota. Side Both. Elkton, Maryland.
With gray leather and dark gray plastic interior. Ucon, Idaho. Complete passengers door for a
kenworth T main window glass is broken. Complete door take off in good shape. Torrington,
Wyoming. Complete kenworth t passengers door in good to great shape with hinges. The
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Protection Agency. Engine sizes for the Kenworth T tractor trailer range from 11 to 15 liters and
accommodate up to horsepower. The front axle ratings range from 12, to 14, pounds. The rear
axle ratings range from 23, to 46, pound tandems. The truck is designed for line, regional and
bulk haul, and pick up and delivery. The to horsepower engine features 1, to 1, pounds per foot
of torque, and a The engine warranty is two years or , miles. The engine has a rigid CGI head
and block, in-block camshaft, floating oil pan, rear gear train location and integrated balancing.
High-pressure fuel injection uses unit injection pumps, hitting 36, psi at the injector tip. Paccar
offers protection plans for on-highway trucks from three to five years, and up to , miles. The
Kenworth T features an AG front air suspension system that can be specified in a 12, or 13,
pound configuration. The AG uses tw
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o airbags per side to support 75 percent of the vertical load. Standard shocks have a one-piece
bushing. One valve controls both leveling and height. The truck features a inch front spring, as
well as the 8-bag suspension and cab-sleeper suspension. The saddle paddle bracket functions
as U-bolt saddle, spring clamp, lower air attachment, shock absorber mount, height control link
mount and bump pad. The AG system is available on the T Based in New York City, Sara Harvey
has written about the environment, city planning, health and lifestyles since A former
newspaper reporter, she now writes freelance full time. Her work has appeared in "Boho," a New
York-based green fashion magazine, and several humor, parenting and business publications.
Harvey has a bachelor's degree in print journalism. Kenworth T Specs by Sara Harvey. Road
image by Janne Kallio from Fotolia. Suspension The Kenworth T features an AG front air
suspension system that can be specified in a 12, or 13, pound configuration.

